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Abstract

The essay discusses the transformation of Pythagorean cosmology in the English poems of Richard 
Crashaw. It argues that Crashaw’s paradoxical musicality is not grounded in an orderly organiza-
tion of the universe (as was the case in the Pythagorean concept), but in its abundant excessiveness. 
This theme is developed in relation to various cosmological allusions, the author’s christocentri-
cism and his specific use of emblems. The crucial point is the dynamic nature of Crashaw’s concept 
of harmony based on his sophisticated handling of language. 
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1. Introduction
“In the development of Western philosophy as the Renaissance saw it, the sect of Pythago-
reans had played a definite and important role, a role much more important than is generally 
conceded today,” says S. K. Heninger Jr. in his excellent book on Pythagorean cosmology 
and Renaissance poetics1. Indeed, cosmological allusions are omnipresent in Renaissance 
literature, and their significance surpasses mere contextual reference to an outdated system 
of beliefs. 

In the preface to the first and most important collection of Richard Crashaw’s poetry, 
Steps to the Temple (first publ. 1646), the unknown editor explains the author’s poetic 
aspiration to the “Learned Reader” with an allusion to the Pythagorean concept of musical 
harmony:

The Author’s friend, will not usurp much upon thy eye: This is only for those whom 
the name of our Divine Poet hath not yet seized into admiration. I dare undertake that 
what Jamblicus (in vita Pythagoræ) affirmeth of his Master, at his contemplations, 
these Poems can, viz. They shall lift thee, Reader, some yards above the ground: 
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and, as in Pythagoras’ School, every temper was first tuned into a height by several 
proportions of Music, and spiritualiz’d for one of his weighty lectures; so mayst thou 
take a poem hence, and tune thy soul by it, into a heavenly pitch; and thus refined and 
borne up upon the wings of meditation, in these Poems thou mayst talk freely of God, 
and of that other state. (29)

The editor thus points out one of the most important characteristics of the Pythagorean 
system, i.e. the doctrine of proportions; proportions – defined by number – accounted 
for the “musical nature” of the cosmos2. However, Pythagorean cosmology primarily 
addressed the order of the universe based on a clear opposition between the centre and 
the spheres (i.e. rotating around one defined centre), and the poetics of correspondences; 
i.e. microcosm reflecting macrocosm and vice versa, where complexity could always 
be “reduced” to simplicity as in the famous Pythagorean numerical progressions3. If the 
Renaissance constantly aspired “toward the condition of music”4, it was to a large extent 
due to the penetrating presence of Pythagorean harmonious thought that transformed this 
aspiration into a truly spiritual quest: a quest for the final truth about the universe. 

The work of Richard Crashaw is a peculiar phenomenon not only within 17th century 
English poetry, but within the whole of the English literary tradition. There is something 
deeply non-English about his verse, although the influences of Donne and Herbert are 
substantial for his poetic development. The strict Classicist Alexander Pope praised his 
“thoughts”, but found him more a “Versifier” than a poet (Pope 154). Nineteenth-century 
critics, namely Hazzlit and Swinburne, emphasise his “fervors of fanaticism” and “fantas-
tic devotion” respectively, but also his ingeniousness5. In his famous essay, Seven Types 
of Ambiguity, Empson alludes to Crashaw’s popular epigram “Blessed be the paps which 
Thou hast sucked” and points out “a wide variety of sexual perversions which can be 
included in the notion of sucking a long bloody teat which is also a wound” (221). More 
positive appreciation came from Yvor Winters in his Primitivism and Decadence6, and, 
indeed, from Austin Warren, the author of a famous monograph on Crashaw7. Negative 
evaluation, however, seems to persist even later: e.g. W. Kerrigan’s essay on Donne’s reli-
gious poems sees Crashaw’s work as verbose and neurotic8.

The transformation of the traditional Pythagorean lore in the poetry of Richard 
Crashaw is one of the most interesting aspects of his very specific poetic genius. In this 
essay I want to argue that Crashaw’s predilection for the paradoxical aspects of the Chris-
tian faith perverts the Pythagorean universe. His universe is a contracted one, and it is 
tuned from within. It is a dialogical cosmos based on an act of faith, decentring oneself 
and subsequently also our perception of the “macrocosm”. As we saw in the short extract 
from the Preface, one is asked to “tune” one’s soul “into a heavenly pitch” and experience 
the music of “that other state”. The fixed Pythagorean definiteness yields to infiniteness 
expressed – as we shall see later on – in the overabundance or the supposed “verbose” 
excessiveness of his language. 

The present article discusses the issue in relation to his cosmological allusions, his 
christocentricism and his use of emblems. 
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2. “Upwards thou dost weep” – the topsyturvyness of Crashaw’s universe
In the first poem of his Steps to the Temple9, “The Weeper”, Crashaw introduces his favour-
ite saint, St Mary Magdalene. The conceit of the poem is based on a perverted cosmology: 
Mary’s tears are “ever-falling stars” falling from the heavens of her “fair Eyes”:

2   Heavens thy fair Eyes be ;. 
    Heavens of ever-falling stars. 
   Tis seed-time still with thee; . 
    And stars thou sow’st, whose harvest dares 
 Promise the Earth; to countershine 
 Whatever makes Heaven’s forehead fine. 

3   But we are deceived all, 
    Stars indeed they are too true, 
   For they but seem to fall 
    As Heaven’s other spangles do: 
 It is not for our Earth and us, 
 To shine in things so precious. 

4   Upwards thou dost weep, 
    Heaven’s bosom drinks the gentle stream. 
   Where th’ milky rivers meet, 
    Thine Crawls above and is the Cream. 
 Heaven, of such fair floods as this,
 Heaven the crystal Ocean is. (33)

The traditional opposition between heavens and earth (as between “below” and 
“above”) is turned upside down: “we are deceived all”: in the contracted universe of 
Mary’s eyes, tears fall “upwards” to heaven (“Upwards thou dost weep”). They create a 
“Crystal Ocean” from which “a brisk Cherub something sips/ Whose soft influence/ Adds 
sweetness to his sweetest lips.” This vertically perverted cosmology is, nevertheless, har-
moniously musical, as we see in the following stanza:

Then to his Music, and his song
tastes of this breakfast all day long . (34)

The conceit of the poem does not, however, end in a bon mot: Crashaw recreates his 
cosmology very carefully and with a subtle intellectual discipline. Mary’s tears become 
a “looking glass”, in which they are viewed in ever-new perspectives. The tears are thus 
compared to “Jewels” (stanza 8), “Balsam” (stanza 12 and 13), or “rivers” (stanza 14). 
They “melt the year/ Into a weeping motion” and make time “precious” (stanza 16). The 
tears become a universal symbol of a contracted universe, and the simple theme of weep-
ing seems to exhaust the universe of reality. In stanza 22 Crashaw dramatises the question 
of their falling:
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   Whither away so fast?
    O whither? for the sluttish Earth
   Your sweetness cannot taste
    Nor does the dust deserve your Birth.
Whither haste ye then? o say
Why ye trip so fast away? (36)

The answer in the following stanza is surprising: they do “fall down”, yet the object 
of their falling transforms the nature of the movement itself. They fall – as expected – on 
Christ’s feet. The imagination of the rest of the poem thus achieves its paradoxical unity:

    We go not to seek
   The darlings of Aurora’s bed,
    The Rose’s modest cheek
   Nor the Violet’s humble head.
No such thing; we go to meet
A worthier object, Our Lord’s feet. (36)

The unity of the “fantastic” conceit is thus achieved in its perverted geocentricism: 
indeed, the presence of Jesus makes the movement upwards and downwards one and the 
same movement of adoration10.

The third poem in the first collection, “The Tear”, develops the cosmological reference 
of the first Magdalene piece11. The sacred nature of Mary’s tears – the object of typically 
Baroque devotion – problematises the question of the actual substance of her “tear”: is it a 
tear or not? The enigmatic, truly hieroglyphic nature of the object is recalled by a kind of 
cosmological defining-and-redefining game:

1    What bright soft thing is this?
   Sweet Mary thy fair Eyes’ expense?
    A moist spark it is,
   A wat’ry Diamond; from whence
 The very Term, I think, was found
 The water of a Diamond.

2    O ‘tis not a Tear,
   ‘Tis a star about to drop
    From thine eye its sphere;
   The Sun will stoop and take it up.
 Proud will his sister be to wear
 This thine eyes’ Jewel in her Ear.

3    O ‘tis a tear
   Too true a Tear; for no sad eyne.
    How sad so e’er
   Rain so true a Tear as thine;
 Each Drop leaving a place so dear,
 Weeps for itself, is its own Tear. (37)
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The tear again acquires a variety of meanings: “a pearl” and “a rose” (stanza 4), “a 
maiden gem” (stanza 5), and “an eye of Heaven” (stanza 8). It is taken up to heaven – mark 
the same movement as in “The Weeper” – to join the choirs of angels. However, the para-
dox of the substance does not seem to be solved: the cosmological reference to the outer 
world is legitimised only as long as it is still the very same eye of Mary Magdalene. The 
contracted and concentrated “Heaven of Mary’s eye” is the centre from which the outer 
world can be spotted, and the heavenly aspiration of her sainthood makes her tears objects 
worthy of devotion. The question of cosmological hierarchy is thus transformed into the 
question of the infinite centrality of God:

7     Thus carried up on high,
   (For to Heaven thou must go) 
    Sweetly shalt thou lie,
   And in soft slumbers bathe thy woe;
 Till the singing Orbs awake thee,
 And one of their bright Chorus make thee.

8    There thyself shalt be
   An eye, but not a weeping one,
    Yet I doubt of thee,
   Whither thou’dst rather there have shone 
 An eye of Heaven; or still shine here
 In th’ Heaven of Mary’s eye, a Tear. (38)

The paradox of the ending is the final tautology: it is, indeed, a tear. However, there is 
a crucial difference to be spotted here: the tear has been transformed; it has been filled with 
the infinite presence of God. Its centre is nowhere and its circumference everywhere. It has 
entered the theocentric world: its motion is dictated by the omniscient presence of God. 

A similar movement – i.e. both concentric and vertical – can be seen in one of Crashaw’s 
divine epigrams, “On the Blessed Virgin’s bashfulness”: Mary’s bashfulness is perfectly 
acceptable as an act of devotion, because she does not need to “look up” to adore the living 
God. The presence of God in her womb reshapes the hierarchy of the universe: she looks 
down, since the centre is united with the sphere:

That on her lap she casts her humble Eye;
‘Tis the sweet pride of her Humility.
The fair star is well fixt, for where, o where
Could she have fixt it on a fairer Sphere?
‘Tis Heav’n ‘tis Heaven she sees, Heaven’s God there lies
She can see heaven, and ne’er lift up her eyes:
This new Guest to her Eyes new Laws hath given,
‘Twas once look up, ‘tis now look down to Heaven. (42)

In Crashaw’s rendering of the famous “Psalm 23”, the problem of decentering the 
sphere acquires an identical connotation: the sphere of concentration is the presence of 
God inside, which recreates the universe:
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About my Paths, so shall I find
The fair Center of my mind
Thy Temple, and those lovely walls
Bright ever with a beam that falls
Fresh from the pure glance of thine eye,
Lighting to Eternity. (55) 

In “On a Prayer Book Sent to Mrs. M. R.”, the “temple of the heart” needs to be con-
stantly guarded against the attacks of the “beguiling” Enemy. The centre-sphere tension 
is referred to the struggle between God and Satan. Prayer re-enlivens the power of God’s 
presence in the soul of man. However, languishing in prayer causes the decentering of the 
spiritual self: 

But if the noble Bridegroom when he comes 
 Shall find the wand’ring heart from home,
  Leaving her chaste abode,
   To gad abroad:

Amongst the gay mates of the god of flies;
 To take her pleasures, and to play
  And to keep the devil’s holy day.
To dance in the Sunshine of some smiling
  But beguiling
Sphere of sweet, and sugar’d lies,
  Some slippery pair,
  Of false perhaps as fair
Flattering but forswearing eyes

Doubtless some other heart
  Will get the start,
  And stepping in before,
Will take possession of the sacred store
  Of hidden sweets, and holy joys,
  Words which are not heard with ears,
(These tumultuous shops of noise)
  Effectual whispers whose still voice, 
The soul itself more feels than hears. (78) 

The poem finishes in a paradoxical statement making the commonplace “accommoda-
tions” of God problematic. The pleasures of the soul in God’s hands go beyond the single 
“heavens” of old:

Happy soul she shall discover,
  What joy, what bliss,
  How many heavens at once it is,
To have a God become her lover. (80)
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The paradox of joining unity (universe) and multiplicity thus has a clear cosmological 
reference: having God as a lover is an experience beyond the proportion of the old divi-
sion between microcosm and macrocosm. It is “many heavens at once”, i.e. the goal is 
thus achieved differently, as in the old Pythagorean cosmology looking for the final reduc-
tion into the monad. God’s conceit is not reduced back to its origin, but infinitely multi-
plied. The “other” language of God requires accommodation in an abundance of ever-new 
similes12.

3. The problem of Presence – Crashaw’s christocentricism
One of Crashaw’s most enigmatic poems, “To the Name above Every Name, The Name of 
Jesus, A Hymn”, is a poem eminently concerned with the problem of language. The name 
of Jesus cannot be uttered as any other name, since it is no “name” in the everyday sense 
of the word:

I Sing the Name which None can say
But toucht with An interior Ray:
The Name of our New Peace; our Good:
Our Bliss: and Supernatural Blood:
The Name of All our Lives and Loves.
Hearken, And Help, ye holy Doves!
The high-born Brood of Day; you bright
Candidates of blissful Light,
The Heirs Elect of Love; whose Names belong
Unto The everlasting life of Song;
All ye wise Souls, who in the wealthy Breast
Of this unbounded Name build your warm Nest. (148)

Crashaw follows here a long tradition of avoiding inappropriate usage of God’s name, 
such as we find in the Old Testament: the sanctity of the name does not allow it to be used 
in vain13. One may also see here a biographical reference to Crashaw’s Puritan father 
William (1572–1626), and the specifically Puritan iconoclastic drive during this period14. 
However, the conceit of the poem stresses primarily the “unbounded” nature of the name 
of Jesus: the poem constantly strives to refer to it without actually uttering it. The result 
of this aporia is a chain, or rather a “condensation” of expressions: the poem – in order to 
stress the unutterability of the name in the order of commonplace reference – emphasises 
the ontological aspect of its utterance, the aspect of adoration.

The act of adoration in the poem incorporates the whole of Creation, since the self of 
the adorator cannot properly respond to the aspiration of the adoration: the multitude of 
worlds has to unite to rise up in a harmonious act of adoration. Indeed, the act of adora-
tion – as the different etymologies of the original Latin and Greek words show – points 
in two simultaneous directions. The Greek word proskynesis (προσκυησις) means submis-
sion, recognition of God as the norm; while the Latin word ad-oratio refers to an intimate 
contact, a kiss or an embrace. Both these aspects are present in the poem: the incapacity 
to utter the name recognizes the unbounded nature of God’s name, but it also strives to be 
an act of love. 
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Crashaw uses powerful images of Christ’s presence: the images of nest, bee-hive and 
perfume. All these words refer to a centre of radiation, a centre which recreates the world 
from within:

Leave All thy native Glories in their Gorgeous Nest,
And give Thyself a while The gracious Guest
Of humble Souls, that seek to find
  The hidden Sweets
  Which man’s heart meets
When Thou art Master of the Mind. (151)

The presence of the Name in the poem is thus “postponed”, as it is in the theology of 
the Eucharist. The presence of Christ in traditional Catholic theology is explained as being 
threefold – the historical presence, the presence in the Eucharist, and the presence-in-
-the-coming, the so-called “Second Coming of Christ” at the end of the ages. The poem 
incorporates all the types of Christ’s presence in an act of rotating around the infinity. 
Linguistically speaking, the old meaning of naming in the sense of “making present” is 
here wonderfully retained and avoided at the same time. The “All-adored Name” of Jesus 
enters the world in a paradox of an un-named substance15. As I have shown before, the 
identity of the name and being – so, economy and ontology – has been accomplished in a 
sophisticated logic of language. The multiplicity of reference and the dynamic of expres-
sion help to sharpen the sense of the impossible. The prime importance in bridging the 
abyss acquires the medium of language. 

“In the Glorious Epiphany of Our Lord God”, another of Crashaw’s longer poems 
about Christ’s presence in the world, alludes to the problem of harmony. At the heart of this 
“Hymn Sung as by the three Kings” – as the subtitle says – is a christocentric cosmology:

Cho. To Thee, thou Day of night! thou east of west!
  Lo we at last have found the way.
  To thee, the world’s great universal east.
  The General and indifferent Day. 
1.  All-circling point. All cent’ring sphere.
  The world’s one, round, Eternal year.
2.  Whose full and all-unwrinkled face
  Nor sinks nor swells with time or place;
3.  But every where and every while
  Is One Consistent solid smile;
1.    Not vext and tost
2.    ‘Twixt spring and frost,
3.  Nor by alternate shreds of light
  Sordidly shifting hands with shades and night.
Cho. O little all! in thy embrace
  The world lies warm, and likes his place.
  Nor does his full Globe fail to be
  Kist on Both his cheeks by Thee.
  Time is too narrow for thy Year
  Nor makes the whole World thy half-sphere. (160–161)
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In this short extract, we can see the basic concept of Crashaw’s christocentric cosmol-
ogy: the little babe in the crib is “a little all”: a microcosm holding the macrocosm from 
within. At the same time it is an “All-circling point” and an ”All cent’ring sphere.” The 
world rotates around Jesus as the eminent centre drawing all deviating spheres to himself. 
As such it is a harmonious and musical cosmos: the only hindrance protecting us from 
hearing the overwhelming cosmic harmony is sin: 

Cho. Nor was’t our deafness, but our sins, that thus
  Long made th’Harmonious orbs all mute to us. (161) 
 

The “All-cent’ring sphere” thus transforms our perception of space, since the 
unbounded nature of Christ’s presence, as a presence of the Logos incarnate revealed at 
the Epiphany, marks its limits as un-limited16. Since Christ’s Incarnation the orbs have 
been tuned from within and – as in the hymn “To the Name of Jesus” – adoring Jesus is an 
“unbounded All-embracing Song” (Crashaw 150). This “condensation” of expressions or 
the abundance of similes pointing towards infinity defines the new order of grace. As A. 
D. Cousins claims, “Crashaw again and again depicts heavenly beatitude, or anticipatory 
sensation of it, as a spiritual union with Christ, the ecstasy of that oneness often being sug-
gested through images of incandescence or of musical harmony” (129). As the ecstasy par-
takes in God’s abundance of being (the theological concept of the superabundantia), the 
recreated universe abounds with harmony. Indeed, the muteness of the world of sin shows 
that the new cosmology of grace within a broken world must be revived: the paradoxical 
epiphany of an unnamed God unites deitas and materia. 

This seems to offer a solution to the problem of the logic of language: Crashavian 
illogical language of paradox aspires to the ontological status, to the status of materia. 
Just like a Baroque statue aspires to a state of movement, Crashaw seems to “tune” his 
language to aspire to a status of an animated being, i.e. a living materia. The apparent fail-
ure of such an undertaking, however, shows its triumph: language, indeed, represents this 
aspiration. “The presence of language” after all is primarily the presence of this struggle, 
this longing for the ineffable, and this paradox at work. The abundance of meaning is thus 
fully efficient. 

4. Images and music – the measure of abundance
Crashaw’s sense of harmony and music is also eminently bound up with his use of emblems 
(i.e. an image with a subsequent moral). The emblem allowed the creation of a more com-
plex symbolic structure, which could expand on the original meaning in many different 
layers.

Crashaw uses two “typical” emblems: in “To the Noblest and best of Ladies, the Coun-
tess of Denbigh”17 and in “Saint Mary Magdalene or The Weeper”. Features of emblematic 
technique are, however, detectable elsewhere: e.g. in “The Flaming Heart or To the Name 
of Jesus”. All of these poems are commentaries on images, trying to recreate their “speak-
ing” quality, as in the Horatian maxim ut pictura poesis. Nevertheless, what Crashaw 
writes is not just an explanatory commentary on the “true” meaning of the emblem, but a 
stream of metaphors as if regenerated from the mysterious source of the object’s reference. 
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Thus the “Tears series” concentrates fully on the “Diamond” of the tear; but it also pro-
duces a multitude of quite dissimilar images. It is interesting to note that the second edition 
of “The Weeper”, called “Saint Mary Magdalene or The Weeper”, incorporated the two 
earlier poems into one. Even though the order of stanzas is shuffled, there is only a mini-
mal change in the overall meaning of the piece. The unity of the picture and the text seems 
to be granted by the unity of the centre. 

If we now focus on the emblem itself – showing weeping Mary with a winged bleeding 
heart in a circle of light – we read the following inscription:

Lo where a Wounded Heart with Bleeding Eyes conspire.
Is she a Flaming Fountain, or a Weeping fire! (196)

The commentary does not explain the picture, as classical Renaissance commentar-
ies did, nor is it just a witticism: it is a stream of paradoxes. Indeed, the second sentence 
unexpectedly climaxes in an exclamation mark, although it is clearly a question. What the 
emblem does is augment the mystery, the unspeakable. The stream of paradoxes seems to 
be the mystery at work, the liberating power of language to aspire to new meanings and, 
most importantly, to the unspeakable. The emblem retains its power as a picture, i.e. as an 
expression sui generis, which can hardly be reduced to a language commentary. On the 
other hand, the commentary shatters the certainty of the static medium of the picture: the 
vision of a static depiction transforms into the motion of language and vice versa in infinite 
circulation. 

This, indeed, applies to the other “visual” emblem in “To the Noblest and Best of 
Ladies, the Countess of Denbigh (Persuading her to Resolution in Religion and to render 
herself without further delay into the Communion with the Catholic Church)”: the image 
of a locked heart is accompanied by the following inscription:

‘Tis not the work of force but skill
To find the way into man’s will.
‘Tis love alone can hearts unlock.
Who knows the Word, he needs not knock. (145) 

The image responds to the inscription and vice versa: indeed, the mass of the object 
presented and the abstract idea expressed in verse create a sense of tension. The simile is 
thus based on the resistance of the material and the liberating force of the “word” unlock-
ing the locked heart without the need to come to terms with the materia of the object. The 
focus of attention in the poem is matters of religion, or – more precisely – the resistance 
of the heart to the grace of God mediated through the Catholic Church. The emblem stays 
in the background of the poem as the indissoluble image of the difficulty. The meaning is 
thus the tension created between the two; and this tension is not to be broken. This tension 
abounds in metaphors and – in fact – creates the poem as such. The emblem – being a 
similar structure to the conceit, as we have seen – becomes the centre of the poem’s focus. 

Traditional Renaissance emblems aimed at reconciling the picture and the textual com-
mentary18; Crashaw’s emblems, however, tend to show the abundant capacity to restruc-
ture our perception of the object. Since the “tear” enters ever-new contexts (whose identity 
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is granted only in the identity of its focus, or – to follow our previous examination – the 
“presence” of its reference), it simultaneously activates many different layers of the sub-
ject matter. The logic of emblem is here fully compatible with the logic of language: it is 
the dynamism of expression, the overabundance of language reaching for the untouchable 
mysterious centre. The conceited style thus draws our attention towards the very process 
of language as exhibited in the eloquence of the author.

The question of harmony in Crashaw is therefore a question of the measure of abun-
dance. In fact, music in Crashaw appears exactly in this logic of abundance: it springs out 
of the infinity of the object, inasmuch as it fulfils the same role as the pictorial commentary 
to a particular emblem. This is, indeed, the case of the hymn “To the Name of Jesus”: the 
emblematic and unutterable quality of Christ’s name is sung. Since the name cannot be 
pronounced, unless one is “toucht with an interior Ray”, the implication is clear: the music 
springs out of the christocentric heart. Thus the quality of its “music” is a quality of abun-
dance of its “unbounded” centre:

Awake, My glory. Soul, (if such thou be,
And That fair Word at all refer to Thee)
  Awake and sing
  And be All Wing;
Bring hither thy whole Self, and let me see
What of thy Parent Heav’n speaks in thee. (148)

The convocatio of Creation a few lines later has a similar role: the unbounded Name 
of Jesus is to be sung by the whole of Creation. This produces an abundant sensation of 
harmony: 

  Wake Lute and Harp 
  And every sweet-lipp’t Thing;
  That talks with a tuneful string,
Start into life, And leap with me 
Into a hasty Fit-tun’d Harmony. 
  Nor must you think it much
  T’obey my bolder touch;
I have Authority in Love’s name to take you
And to the work of Love this morning wake you;
  Wake; In the Name
Of Him who never sleeps, All Things that Are,
  Or, what’s the same,
  Are Musical;
  Answer my Call
  And come along;
Help me to meditate mine Immortal Song. (149)

“All Things that Are,/ Or, what’s the same,/ Are Musical”, i.e. its proportionate status 
is to be measured by its unproportion (i.e. abundance and excessiveness), since the quality 
of its music is an act of praise. The abundance of being, the pure “proportion” of its created 
information, abounds with music. 
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In “Psalm 137”, an interesting rendering of the Hebrew text in English, Crashaw uses 
musical imagery for a powerful simile of gloom:

Sing? play? to whom (ah) shall we sing or play,
 If not Jerusalem to thee?
Ah thee Jerusalem ! ah sooner may 
 This hand forget the mastery
  Of Music’s dainty touch, then I
  The Music of thy memory. (56)

The association of music and abundance is clear here as well: it is both the emphasis on 
the performative quality of music (i.e. its capacity for creating emotions), and its emphasis 
on the abundance of emotions. The “Music of thy memory”, indeed, is the iubilatio, the 
abundance of emotions which cannot be fully interpreted in the medium of words. 

Thus it reenlivens the old maxim of St Augustine from his Ennerationes in Psalmos: 
“Jubilum sonus quidam est significans cor parturire quod dicere not potest.” The emotions 
of the weeping Israel “on the proud banks of great Euphrates’ flood” abound in music. 

In Psalm 23 the association of centre and music is made explicit expressis verbis: the 
contended soul of the “psalmist” singing of the shepherding hand of God in the beginning 
is juxtaposed with a clear presence of God in his heart:

At the whisper of thy Word
Crown’d abundance spreads my Board:
While I feast, my foes do feed
Their rank malice not their need,
So that with the selfsame bread
They are starv’d, and I am fed.
How my head in ointment swims!
How my cup o’erlooks her Brims!
So, even so still may I move
By the Line of thy dear Love;
Still may thy sweet mercy spread
A shady Arm above my head,
About my Paths, so shall I find
The fair Center of my mind
Thy Temple, and those lovely walls
Bright ever with a beam that falls
Fresh from the pure glance of thine eye,
Lighting to Eternity. (Crashaw 55)

Harmony becomes the quality of the centre, the measure of the presence of God the 
unbounded. Therefore the sense of “proportion” becomes the measure of language. 

The vision of the centre thus abounds in new and new joinings, since its harmony is 
dynamic in the original sense of the word: indeed, the Greek word αρμονια is derived from 
the verb αρμοζειν, which originally had nothing to do with music or even cosmology. Its 
meaning was simply “fitting together” or “joining”, and it was used as a term in carpentry: 
“Both the Greeks and Indians have a carpenter god; the Christian God is a mason, but his 
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son was a carpenter… The fact that wood is the primary life-stuff, ‘of which all things are 
made’, shows it no historical accident but a mythical necessity that the God be referred 
to as carpenter…” (Shipley 145). Crashaw joins words with images to create an ever-new 
sensation of harmony. Harmony is thus not passively “translated” from the fixed order of 
the cosmos as in the Pythagorean scheme; it is created and recreated in verbose images of 
the world’s abundance.

5. Conclusion 
One is tempted to say that what Crashaw achieved is the unity of the Pythagorean and Her-
aclitean concepts of harmony: the sense of proportion (the Pythagorean part) is eminently 
bound with a sense of tension of two opposite centres, with the Heraclitean paradox. To 
make this paradox work, there needs to be a language holding the opposites in constant 
check. And the measure is: to keep the check. The surprising abundance of language, 
which characterises the metaphysics, stems out of this prime condition: the concept of har-
mony must be a living one, and thus constantly in a state of paradox. Crashaw, arguably, 
presents the most radical example of this approach within the metaphysical school. 

The sensation of music – originally the quality of the ordered cosmos in the Pythago-
rean concept – becomes a function of this excessiveness, of this unproportion related to 
the mysterious “unbounded” centre, which can be neither fully conceptualized, nor fixed 
to a specific location in the universe. It is thus fully recreated: in the “new life” given by 
faith19, but also in terms of the poet’s “unelected vocation”. The conflicts over new cosmo-
logical concepts of Copernicus and Kepler – so painfully reflected in Donne’s “Anatomy 
of the World” – reopened the scope of this vocation. Harmony is not just “received” and 
“translated” by a sensitive poet as in the old Pythagorean concept of correspondences; har-
mony is a dynamic quality created, or rather recreated, by the poet himself in an infinitely 
complex world. 

Moreover, if the centre is everywhere (as in an infinite circle), the circumference is 
nowhere. This is still a logical statement, although no reference can be found. The logical 
relation between a simple circle and an infinite one is retained; however, we find ourselves 
beyond any measurable proportion. The criticised “fantastic devotion” may, therefore, be 
a fairly plausible solution of an implausible problem.

Notes
1 Heninger, S.K., Jr.: Touches Of Sweet Harmony: Pythagorean Cosmology and Renaissance 

Poetics (The Huntington Library: San Marino, 1974).
2 See Aristotle, Metaphysics (985b23-986a3)
“… the so-called Pythagoreans, who were the first to take up mathematics, not only advanced 

this study, but also having been brought up in it they thought its principles were the principles of 
all things. Since of these principles numbers are by nature the first, and in numbers they seemed to 
see many resemblances to the things that exist and come into being – more than in fire and earth 
and water (such and such a modification of numbers being justice, another being soul and reason, 
another being opportunity – and similarly almost all other things being numerically expressible); 
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since, again, they saw that the modifications and the ratios of the musical scales were expressible 
in numbers; – since then, all other things seemed in their whole nature to be modelled on numbers, 
and numbers seemed to be the first things in the whole of nature, they supposed the elements of 
numbers to be the elements of all things and the whole heaven to be musical scale and a number.” 

3 The core of the Pythagorean teaching is based on the idea of progression from the monad. The 
numeral one – the monad (marking the beginning or the unity) dominates the scheme, which then 
progresses in two lines in the shape of the Greek letter lambda λ (see below). The left side shows 
the progression of even numbers, the right side the progression of odd numbers.

    1
   2  3
  4    9
 8      27

The numerical progression marks the process of unfolding the universe from its source. The first 
even number, 2, refers to a basic two-dimensional extension – i.e. a straight line, 4 to the four points 
of a square; the next extension, i.e. 8, defines the cube. The progression of the odd numbers starts 
with 3, the first real odd number, which enables an inner progression itself (i.e. has a beginning, a 
middle (or a mean) and an end). As for the progression of the even numbers, number 9 signifies a 
square, and 27 a cube. 

4 I am referring here to W. Pater’s discussion of music in his classic book, The Renaissance: “All 
art constantly aspires to the state of music” (Pater 111). 

5 “Crashaw was a writer... whose imagination was rendered inflammable by the fervors of fanat-
icism, and having been converted from Protestantism to Popery (a weakness to which the “seething 
brains” of the poets of this period were prone) by some visionary appearance of the Virgin Mary, 
poured out his devout raptures and zealous enthusiasm in a torrent of poetical hyperboles. The cel-
ebrated Latin Epigram on the miracle of our Saviour, “The water blushed into wine,” is in his usual 
hectic manner. His translation of the contest between the Musician and the Nightingale is the best 
specimen of his powers” (Hazzlit 53).

“Theophile in France and Crashaw in England had many merits and faults in common. Crashaw 
is a Christianized Theophile, steeped in Catholic sentiment and deformed by fantastic devotion; 
he is afar smaller figure, a much weaker and perverser man; but in fancy and melody, in grace and 
charm of exquisite words and notes, he may rank next him and near him. He is far more ingenious 
and elaborate; if elaboration and ingenuity be qualities commendable in a poet. His studies are more 
fleshless and formless...” (Swinburne 21–22).

6 Winters, Yvor. Primitivism and Decadence: a study of American experimental poetry (New 
York: Haskel House, 1969).

7 Warren, Austin. Richard Crashaw: A Study in Baroque Sensibility (Michigan: University of 
Michigan Press, 1957).

8 „...the tactless exercises in accommodated devotion we find in Crashaw, daring with no sense 
of danger, creating neither mystery nor wit, but leaving as aghast at the combination of great verbal 
power, unquestioned faith, neurosis, and stupidity” (Kerrigan 47).

9 In this essay I am using the GROVE edition of Crashaw’s verse (i.e. the 1646 text of Steps to 
the Temple and The Delights of the Muses; the 1652 text of Carmen Deo Nostro; the l653 text of 
a letter from Mr. Crashaw to the Countess of Denbigh; and the poems from manuscript) based on 
L.C. Martin’s edition of Crashaw’s poems Crashaw’s Poetical Works (Oxford University Press: 
Oxford, 1927). The 1646 edition of Steps to the Temple and The Delights of the Muses (and their 
second edition in 1648) are the only edition published during Crashaw’s own lifetime, and as the 
editors point out “more carefully printed and freer from obvious errors” (Crashaw 22). On textual 
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problems regarding the variorum readings in the different editions I refer to the above-mentioned 
classic edition of Prof. L.C. Martin.

10 We are going to re-introduce the topic in relation to Crashaw’s christocentricism.
11 In Carmen Deo Nostro (first publ. 1652 in Paris), this poem is joined with the “The Tear” and 

given a new title, “Saint Mary Magdalene or The Weeper”. See our discussion in section 4 of this 
essay.

12 See Kerrigan‘s discussion of this topic (Kerrigan 37f.). 
13 “The Torah speaks of a requirement to take oaths in God’s Name (Deut. 6:13) – but prohibits 

using the Name in vain (Ex. 20:7, Deut. 5:11). It also calls upon its adherents to destroy pagan idols 
and not to treat God likewise (Deut.12:4). These laws thus lead us to enhance the Name through 
its use, which means to use it properly and respectfully, and, in contrast, to avoid anything that 
disgraces or defaces it (since it would be impossible to destroy God literally). But frequent use of 
the Name increases the likelihood of its being used inappropriately, and these passages thus place 
us between two competing forces, one that prescribes sanctifying the Name through its use and 
another that proscribes its desecration through its abuse. Moving in any direction off the relatively 
narrow path toward fulfilment of each commandment is likely to lead to violation. These concerns 
deal, in essence, with treatment of the Name as written and as pronounced“ (Levy 1).

14 Further on this see Spraggon, Julie. Puritan Iconoclasm during the English Civil War (Wood-
bridge: Boydell Press, 2003).

15 R. V. Young points out that “the hymn invokes not the signified behind the signifier but the 
signifier itself, the NAME of Jesus” (Young 163). In that sense the Eucharistic presence of Christ 
surpasses the critique posed by Derrida‘s notion of the differänce. “Jesus is the name of the Logos 
incarnate, the material presence of the Deity” (Young 165). This remark – as I attempt to show – has 
a prime importance in understanding the genius of Crashaw’s poetry. 

16 Young remarks that “Mysticism‘s definitive characteristic is not ecstatic passion, but rather 
the apprehension through grace of God‘s timeless presence” (Young 67).

17 The full title continues as follows: “Persuading her to resolution in Religion and to render 
herself without further delay into the Communion of the Catholic Church”.

18 Here I follow the discussion of emblem books in Hollander (47–50).
19 “Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature: old things are passed away; behold, 

all things are become new” (2 Cor 5,17).
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